
 

New Year’s Resolutions 
 

 As the year comes to an end and the holidays are passing quickly, it is time to 

think about your New Year’s resolutions. According to Wikipedia, “A New Year 

resolution is a commitment that an individual makes to one or more lasting personal 

goals, projects, or the reforming of a habit.”  A New Year’s resolution is generally a goal 

someone sets out to accomplish in the coming year. Many times people set goals and 

work hard for the first month or so, only to slip back into their old habits. Some of the 

most popular are to quite something or get into better physical shape. Those who 

typically succeed in their resolutions are the ones who have the most support from others. 

 

 This year when you are contemplating about what to choose for your New Year’s 

resolution, think about your Fraternity. Did your undergraduate Chapter, graduate 

Chapter, or housing corp. set goals for the upcoming year? If you are an undergraduate 

student, will you make a resolution to improve your grades? Will you set a goal to make 

your chapter the best Greek organization on campus? Alumni, will you make a resolution 

to support the fraternity and get involved on a local or national level? Our organization 

was created with the purpose of creating bonds while at the same time doing good for our 

communities.  Our Founding Fathers stated that we should not exist for the sake of 

existing.  

 

 This organization belongs to all Brothers of Alpha Chi Rho. Some are more 

involved than others, some have money to share and some have time to share. As alumni 

it is our duty to support and guide the undergraduates in a direction that is in the best 

interest of the Fraternity. As undergraduates, it is our duty to make our campus a better 

place because we are there, all the while striving for academic excellence. The main 

reason we all went to college in the first place was to get an education and grades should 

be our first priority.  

 

 Our National Staff is always available to assist both alumni and undergraduate 

Brothers, so if you need help or guidance, please give us a call. So, on New Year’s Eve 

when you are thinking about your resolutions, I hope that Alpha Chi Rho comes into your 

mind and you resolve to help make us a better organization.  

 

 In the bond, 

  

 Dominic J. Mevoli III 

 Scholarship Advisor for the National Fraternity of Alpha Chi Rho. 

 

 

 

Did you know that AXPEF offers over $25,000 per year in scholarships? 

Have you applied? 

Have you contributed? 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commitment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Habit_%28psychology%29

